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Abstract

Adverse effects of global warming due to the greenhouse gas emissions is changing the actual paradigm for the use energy
resources. In the absence of a mid-term solution for reducing these emissions in transportation, internal combustion (IC) engines
are going to coexist in the social spheres in the foreseeable future. Therefore, the study of other IC engine-related problems
remains relevant to ensuring the health of the society. In this investigation, a numerical methodology for comprehensive
understanding of Noise, Vibration and Harshness in internal combustion engines is proposed. Due to its inherent complexity
and lack of awareness, the main objective is to evaluate the impact of the turbulence modeling framework on the in-cylinder
acoustic field recreation. Modal decomposition methods have been applied to isolate the coherent flow structures and to
analyze how they change with the turbulence approach. Results demonstrate that the choice of the turbulence model is a
critical aspect for noise modeling. Unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes schemes predict a raw estimation of the internal
acoustic field with the added value of being computationally less expensive. However, the use of more complex turbulence
approaches such us large eddy simulation offers an accurate prediction of the acoustic structures and their cyclic dispersion.

Keywords: LES, NVH, acoustics, combustion unsteadiness, CFD modeling

1. Introduction

While pollutant and greenhouse emissions are a recurring
focus of regulations and research efforts, Noise, Vibration
and Harshness (NVH) is traditionally addressed in the lat-
ter stages of the design process, mainly due to its inherent
complexity and lack of awareness. This fact entails a large
investment of resources to mitigate the undesired effects of
noise in subsequent development stages or even in expensive
infrastructures [1].

Within the actual paradigm, where population density and
human activities increase industry demands, transportation
is the main cause of noise. In particular, road traffic is by far
the biggest source of noise, ahead of other external sources
such as aircraft, industry or railway noise [2]. Moreover,
the engine and the exhaust system are the larger sources of
acoustic emissions inside the overall vehicle noise [3]. For
instance, in compression-ignited (CI) powertrains, in which
the combustion is particularly noisy, the powertrain can easily
cover 30% of the total noise emissions [4]. Thereby, although
combustion is not the sole source of noise in passenger cars,
since other sources such as turbochargers, exhaust, pumps,
wheels or aerodynamics are also relevant, it is certainly the
most relevant one, especially in urban environments.

∗Corresponding author. Tel.: +34 963 877 650,
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Combustion noise results from the interaction between tur-
bulence and combustion [5]. Traditionally, combustion noise
is split into direct and indirect components [6, 7]. The direct
component is linked to periodic combustion fluctuations of
heat release within the flame surface [8, 9] while the indirect
element is related to temperature non-uniformities which are
convectively transported [9–11]. Although the overall noise
emission can be constituted by both elements, the indirect
noise is an exclusive feature of continuous-flux systems [12],
when entropy spots are accelerated downstream of the gas
turbine combustion chambers [13].

In positive displacement devices such as reciprocating in-
ternal combustion engines however, the interplay of thermal
and acoustic phenomena is completely different due to their
cyclic, unsteady operation, and the fact that the process occurs
in a closed fluid domain. Thus, even if being merely direct
noise, the ICE acoustic response is generated by different
mechanisms [14–16]. On one hand, direct noise is a random
phenomenon of turbulent combustion that radiates across a
broadband of frequencies. On the other hand, the pressure
instabilities caused by combustion are propagated as pressure
waves, whose interference with the chamber walls forces the
gas to oscillate in different patterns [17] and specific frequen-
cies. This phenomenon, that may be observed as the presence
of high frequency oscillations in the in-cylinder pressure or as
the characteristic broad peak in the spectrum, also cited by
Priede [18], is traditionally referred to as combustion chamber
resonance, reverberation or even knocking.
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The resonance phenomenon was firstly studied by Hick-
ling et al. [17], who tried to improve upon purely theoretical
formulas using a Finite Element Model (FEM). However, the
simplicity of this model lacked the capability to resolve ac-
tual flow or combustion, or even small-scale gas oscillations.
Torregrosa et al. [19] showed through calculations based
on acoustic modal theory [20] how the acoustic excitation
point –in this case the ignition location– has an impact on
the high frequency acoustic response. Broatch et al. [21, 22]
demonstrated the potential of higher complexity computa-
tional methods (CFD) for analyzing combustion chamber res-
onance phenomena. Wave motion across the chamber was
successfully resolved and compared with theoretical cylinder
modes. However, no realistic initial flow field or combustion
model were used [23], introducing instead small regions of
high pressure simulating the ignition points. More recent stud-
ies [24, 25] included realistic flow conditions and combustion
modeling in the loop. These simulations performed under the
unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) frame-
work, despite being properly validated with lab experiments,
did not strictly resolve any of the turbulent scales. Thus,
the interplay between turbulence and combustion was not
accurately modeled.

Although all these previous studies indicate a big push
in the understanding of the in-cylinder acoustics, there is no
consensus on how combustion is contributing to this phe-
nomenon. Schuller [26] suggested that resonant oscillations
are consequence of the stochastic fluctuations produced in
the stabilized flame surface (non-premixed combustion). In
contrast, Torregrosa, Broatch et al. [21, 25] suggest that
instabilities generated during the premixed combustion are
dominant in combustion chamber acoustics.

So far, a clear conclusion can not be drawn due to the
uncertainties with modeling the turbulence-combustion un-
steadiness responsible of NVH issues. Therefore, the use of a
more complex turbulence approach such as large eddy simu-
lation (LES) [27] could help shed some light in this regard,
not only to identify all relevant phenomenology, but also to
determine the optimum modeling approach.

To this end, the main objective of the present work is
to identify which simulation parameters are essential for ac-
curate prediction and analysis of combustion noise in ICE.
Particularly, the impact of turbulence modeling framework on
the internal acoustic field recreation is investigated in detail
for the first time. Modal decomposition methods are utilized
to isolate the coherent flow structures and to analyze how they
change with the selected turbulence approach, thereby giving
a quantitative view of the most relevant phenomena. The
paper is organized as follows. The numerical methodology is
presented in Section 2 including details of numerical model
setup and post-processing methods used. Section 3 shows the
validation of the numerical model. Section 4 discusses the
main findings of this study. Finally, the main conclusions are
drawn in Section 5.

Table 1: Main specifications and injection system characteriza-
tion of the engine.

Engine type CI diesel engine
Number of cylinders [-] 4 in line
Displacement [cm3] 1600
Bore - Stroke [mm] 75.0 - 88.3
Connecting rod length [mm] 13.7
Compression ratio [-] 18:1
Number of valves [-] 2 intake and 2 exhaust
Injector nozzles 6
Nozzle holes diameter [µm] 124
Included spray angle [deg] 150

Transducer
location

Figure 1: Numerical domain and mesh characterization of the
engine architecture.

2. Methodology

The numerical methodology developed for this investi-
gation is based on a CFD model of a CI engine. The main
characteristics of the engine are summarized in Table 1.

2.1. CFD model setup

The unsteady flow field was assessed by the CFD code
CONVERGE [28]. The numerical solution was computed
through the finite volume method. The species transport
was calculated by the mass fraction governing equations of all
considered species. A second-order central difference scheme
for both convective and diffusive terms was used for spatial
discretization and a first-order implicit scheme was employed
for temporal discretization.

The internal energy equation is also solved in its com-
pressible form with the help of the Redlich-Kwong equation of
state [29]. Pressure-velocity coupling was achieved by using a
modified Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operators (PISO)
method [30].

Two different turbulence schemes were used in this inves-
tigation. On one hand, LES [31] was used to approach the
turbulence problem by performing a low-pass spatial filtering
of the Navier-Stokes equations. The LES subgrid scale tensor
is modelled using the one-equation dynamic structure model
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[32, 33] in which the transport equation for the subgrid kinetic
energy is calculated with an additional transport equation.
On the other hand, the turbulent field was also modeled using
URANS-based renormalized group (RNG) k− ε model [34].
This approach showed a good performance when simulating
spray and combustion features in previous studies [35, 36].
Both turbulence approaches were coupled with the wall heat
transfer model developed by Angelberger et al. [37] for the
near-wall modelling. This model accounts for both quasi-
isothermal and non-isothermal wall flows, being suitable for
internal combustion engine applications.

For combustion modeling, the finite-rate chemistry solver
[38] was employed along with a multi-zone (MZ) approach,
with bins of 5 K in temperature and 0.05 in equivalence ratio
[39]. Although it does not utilize an explicit turbulent com-
bustion closure [40, 41], this approach model in combination
with an adequate cells size has been demonstrated to perform
well for simulating spray combustion in the context of both
RANS and LES in previous studies [36, 42].

A chemical kinetic mechanism for primary reference fuels
(PRF) based on Brakora et al. [43] was used in this work
to account for fuel chemistry and n-heptane was used as the
diesel surrogate.

The fuel injection was described by the standard Discrete
Droplet Model (DDM) [44]. Kelvin Helmholtz (KH)-Rayleigh
Taylor (RT) breakup model was employed to model spray
atomization [45]. Droplet collision and coalescence were
modeled by O’Rourke’s model [46]. Moreover, the Frossling
correlation [47] was used to model fuel evaporation. The
drag coefficient of the droplets was calculated by the dynamic
drag model of Liu et al. [48]. All calibration constants were
set by their respective fundamental investigations [44–48].

Following the extensively accepted standard approach
[49], diesel fuel physical properties were given by the diesel2
fuel surrogate [50], which is known to provide suitable esti-
mations of key spray parameters such as liquid length [50].

Cylinder wall temperatures were assumed to be constant
and estimated using a lumped heat transfer model [51]. The
inflow/outflow boundaries placed at the end of the intake and
exhaust ports were prescribed by the cycle-averaged values
of the corresponding measured pressures and temperatures.

As can be seen in Fig. 1, the numerical domain included
the complete single cylinder geometry and the intake/exhaust
ports, allowing to perform full cycle simulations. The mesh
discretization was done using the cut-cell Cartesian method.
The base mesh size was fixed throughout the domain depend-
ing on the turbulence scheme used. Complete details about
the mesh resolution are included in Table 2 for the two model
setups. Both configurations have essentially the same setup
with only few changes in the grid resolution to achieve a better
compliance with the requirements of the two used turbulence
approaches.

The mesh size for the URANS simulations was obtained
after extensive research published in various articles [24, 52,
53]. In all these papers, the numerical solution was widely
validated and analyzed with a base cell and AMR sizes of 3
and 0.375 mm, respectively.

Due to the lack of an explicit turbulent combustion closure,
the LES mesh resolution was increased taking into account
the recommendations found in the literature [33, 54] in order
to solve all relevant flow structures in the domain. The mesh
was refined up to 0.275 mm in the walls of the combustion
chamber, ports and the region near the fuel injector, to deal
with the requirements of the boundary layer, the spray atom-
ization and droplet breakup/coalescence approaches. Mesh
size in the chamber was reduced to 0.55 mm after the start of
combustion, for an improved prediction of the interaction and
reflection of the pressure waves while avoiding undesired spa-
tial aliasing effects. The code also employed adaptive mesh
refinement (AMR) to increase grid resolution up to 0.138 mm
based on the velocity and temperature subgrid scales.

This mesh configuration was selected after a broad liter-
ature review. In this task, recommendations about the grid
resolution [38, 55–58] and temporal discretization [19, 22]
were taken into account in order to adequately capture the
main features of diesel combustion [59, 60] and its subsequent
unsteady pressure oscillations [61, 62].

A monitor point located at the same position as the pres-
sure transducer (Fig. 1) in the experiments was used to com-
pare the experimental and simulated data for validation. These
signals were recorded at a sampling frequency of 50 kHz so
as to provide an aliasing-free bandwidth, sufficient to cover
the human hearing range [63].

2.2. Post-processing methods

Apart from qualitative and quantitative comparisons of
local and global variables, other specific methods were used
for the analysis and validation of the numerical results.

For example, the analysis of the flow through the engine
gas exchange is fundamentally based on the comparison of
the resulting non-reacting flow field. In order to do this, a
direct visualization of the velocity field was used, but also
some additional parameters were calculated to quantify the
intensity of the flow movement in a given preferential direc-
tion –in this case the characteristic swirl movement of the
flow– and the position of the vortex associated with it. The
swirl intensity (also named averaged swirl ratio or SR) can
be estimated by dividing the mean angular velocity of the gas
inside the combustion chamber at the number of measuring
points, and the crankshaft angular velocity. The vortex center
position is directly derived from the topology of the velocity
field [64]. The method to identify this location is based on
the work of Grosjean et al. [65]. Based on a combination
of LDA (Laser Doppler anemometry) and PIV (Particle image
velocimetry) measurements, they defined a scalar function
that locates the vortex core when it approximates to zero. Full
details about this method can be found in [64, 65].

On the other hand, the effects of combustion on the inter-
nal acoustic field were quantified with the help of the modal
decomposition technique. Particularly, Proper Orthogonal De-
composition (POD), also known as Principal Component anal-
ysis (PCA) and Karhunen–Loève expansion [66], was utilized
to isolate the most coherent flow structures and understand
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Table 2: Mesh details about the different model configurations used.

Configuration URANS LES Activation period

Base size 3 mm 2.2 mm Permanent
Walls refinement 0.375 mm 0.275 mm Permanent
Spray refinement 0.375 mm 0.275 mm [-40.0 – 40.0] deg

Chamber refinement 0.75 mm 0.55 mm [-100.0 – 100.0] deg
AMR min. size 0.188 mm 0.138 mm Permanent

Turbulence modeling URANS RNG k-ε Dynamic structure LES –
Number of cells 2-8 million 13-25 million –

which ones contribute to the acoustics to a larger extent. The
origin of this method can be found in the field of probability
theory [67] and its objective is to decompose the flow field
into a sum of paired spatial and temporal modes. POD can be
performed gathering time-snapshots of a system as columns
of a matrix V and then directly solving[68] the eigensystem
associated with the time-averaged spatial correlation matrix
VTV as:

V= UΣWT (1)

Here, U is a matrix whose columns Ψi contain the POD
spatial modes that form the orthonormal basis of V, which are
also the eigenvectors of VTV. The diagonal matrix Σ contains
the principal values σi of V, which correspond to the squared
eigenvalues of VTV, thus solving the eigensystem of the time-
averaged correlation matrix.

Using this formalism, numerous authors decomposed the
flow field into its principal components, showing the contri-
bution of each flow structure to the total flow field [69, 70],
thus addressing many combustion issues in ICEs. For instance,
Chen et al. [71] used POD to analyze misfires in spark-ignition
engines, cycle-to-cycle variation was widely studied by Bizon
et al. [72] and Dandby et al. [73] tracked the evolution of
different species along the engine cycle. Nonetheless, it was
not until Torregrosa et al. [25] when this technique was ap-
plied to the acoustic analysis of ICEs. Clear three-dimensional
pressure modes were identified, reminiscent of classical open
chamber acoustic modes [17] but demonstrating for the first
time the additional complex interaction of the pressure waves
in the different zones of the engine cylinder. Besides, they
showed the energy share associated with each acoustic mode,
thereby displaying a complete characterization of the acoustic
distribution using POD.

3. Numerical model validation

Prior to analyzing the numerical solution, it is of utmost
importance to properly validate the obtained results. For this
purpose, the steady operation condition defined in Table 3
was selected.

The validity of the results was judged by the uncertainty
analysis proposed in [74] and later used by Probst et al. [75]
to estimate the minimum number of LES cycles that correctly
captures the CCV levels in a conventional spark-ignition en-
gine. In these works, the uncertainty due to the number of
engine cycles sampled was studied in both the mean and the

Table 3: Details of the operating point considered in this work.

Engine speed [rpm] 2400
Torque [Nm] 168.3

Number Injections [-] 3 (2 pilots + main)
Injected mass [mg/str] 2.0 2.0 27.5
Injection timing [deg] -36.3 -14.1 -0.1

Injection pressure [MPa] 80
Intake pressure [MPa] 0.206

variation. Therefore, several consecutive engine cycles (8 in
total) were calculated using both model setups. Both configu-
rations started from the same thermodynamic conditions to
allow a fair comparison of all simulated cycles whereas the
first cycle was removed from the analysis to avoid inconsis-
tencies due to possible convergence issues.

According to Lipson [74], the true means and variations
of the experiments and simulations must overlap to claim that
the model is capturing the same level of CCV observed in the
experiments. Full details about this statistical method are
widely explained in [74]. This procedure was applied after
each cycle simulation until the aforementioned statistical test
was fulfilled, thereby giving the minimum number of required
cycles that ensures statistically valid results.

The three parameters included in Fig. 2 were considered
for the study: the peak cylinder pressure, the pressure un-
steady intensity (accounting for the intensity of unsteady
pressure oscillations [53]) and the noise level [76]. The latter
two parameters, being exclusively used in the field of acous-
tics, account for the energy gathered in the high-frequency
and the broadband spectra, respectively. Results included in
this figure correspond to the statistics achieved after each
simulated cycle (8 in total removing the first simulated cycle).

As it can be seen, experiment and simulation mean/variation
overlapped after the 4th engine cycle in all considered param-
eters. This means, that the uncertainty of the simulations
is similar to that observed in the experiments so that the so-
lution reasonably reproduces experimental data. Therefore,
results demonstrate that a statistically valid LES solution can
be achieved after four realizations (cycles).

On the contrary, there are some parameters in which the
means and especially the variations do not completely overlap
between experiments and URANS results. For instance, the
means of the peak pressure does not completely intersect,
whereas the standard deviation of none of the parameters
overlaps with the experimental values. These results confirm
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that turbulence-driven cyclic variability cannot be modeled
within the URANS context of ensemble-averaging of the fields.
Nevertheless, as in the LES solution, a clear convergence is
achieved after the 4th engine cycle.

In addition to the statistical analysis, the numerical so-
lutions were directly compared against the measurements
performed in the engine. All engine cycles simulated by both
turbulence approaches were considered for this analysis.

In Fig. 3, the in-cylinder pressure data from a selected
experimental cycle (the most representative one [77]), in-
cluding the experimental standard deviation data, is plotted
against the numerical solution obtained from the two simula-
tions. In general, both models offer a good estimation of the
in-cylinder pressure behavior since all simulated cycles are
gathered within the experimental dispersion. Only a slight
overestimation is observed in the URANS solution after top
dead center when the energy release of the mixing-controlled
combustion phase enhances its maximum value. Nonetheless,
the gap between the experimental standard deviation and
simulated cycles is small, thereby the solution can be consid-
ered sufficiently accurate. Focusing on the zoomed views, it is
possible to see how the resonant oscillation is self-similar from
cycle to cycle: the cyclical dispersion is limited and the same
oscillation peaks can be consistently identified. Moreover, this
cyclic variation is apparently reproduced only by LES.

In addition to the in-cylinder pressure comparison, the
rate of heat release (HRR) is also included in Fig. 3 for deeper
validation of the combustion process. Again a good match
between experimental and simulated data is obtained. Al-
though there are some differences between them, especially
during the diffusion combustion phase, trends are reason-
ably reproduced and ignition delays are well-captured in both
approaches. Moreover, the cyclic dispersion, more apparent
during the main combustion where turbulence-spray inter-
actions have a direct impact on the energy release, is again
solely imitated by LES modeling.

In Fig. 4, pressure spectral density is shown, indicating
the source mechanism of each part of the spectral signature,
following the method presented by Strahle [78] where the
mechanical compression and mean combustion pressure trace
are subtracted to identify the cut-off frequency (in this case
∼ 4 kHz) above which the unsteady pressure oscillations are
preponderant.

It can be seen in the plot that all simulated data in this
last part of the spectrum is within the experimental standard
deviation, suggesting that CI combustion-generated wave in-
teraction is well captured by both turbulence approaches con-
sidered in this study. The medium frequency range, gathered
by 0.4 and 4 kHz, evidences a certain degree of disagree-
ment. However, both the main trend and the average spectral
content are similar, thus validating the CFD solution.

The noise level was computed for all experimental cycles,
resulting in a mean value of 89.61 dB with a standard devia-
tion of 1.47 dB. As can be seen in Table 4, the mean values
obtained from all simulated cycles (including both considered
approaches) are within the aforementioned experimental de-
viation. For instance, URANS approach was rated at 89.01

dB of mean value, this is, a difference of only 0.6 dB against
the experimental value, thus capturing the average behavior
of the most relevant noise sources. In addition, the standard
deviation values shown in the same table show that only LES
are able to reproduce comparable values of noise intensity
dispersion.

Comparing these values with those shown in Fig. 4, the
combustion contribution to the CCV noise spectra is very low
and not excessively relevant in the overall noise intensity. Sim-
ilar trends are observed if we compare the values of unsteady
intensity (resonance), showing that noise cyclic dispersion
is produced fundamentally due to the alteration of the high
frequency pressure field.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Analysis of the non-reacting flow

Traditionally, the origin of the cyclic dispersion in ICE have
been attributed to random fluctuations in essentially all pa-
rameters related to the reacting flow through the engine. For
compression-ignition engines, global and local fluctuations of
the charge mass and composition, the turbulent field inside
the cylinder and the stratification (spatio-temporal distribu-
tion) of the fuel/air mixture are in particular the most relevant
stochastic sources of CCV. However, contrary to earlier con-
cepts, recent studies demonstrated that cyclic variations can
follow some kind of deterministic behavior. An example of
this behavior may be found in the normal engine operation
when a given cycle with partial burn is followed by a cycle
with higher engine output due to the residual fuel remaining
in the combustion chamber after the engine scavenging [79].

Following with the example, the partial unburned fuel re-
maining in the cylinder after the engine scavenging should be
considered as additional fuel mass to be burned in the current
cycle by both LES and URANS simulations. Thus, multi-cycle
URANS could take into account the deterministic behavior ob-
served in internal combustion engines. In this sense, URANS
simulations will be only considered in the analysis to verify
and determine the extent to which the simulations are ca-
pable of reproducing this non-stochastic behavior. Thereby,
providing a view of which physical phenomena related to
noise emission are being reproduced and which not.

With the aim of further understanding the CCV sources
while separating their deterministic and stochastic behaviors,
the engine gas exchange process will be studied in detail.
Thermodynamic properties and turbulent structures inside the
cylinder are analyzed to identify their effects on combustion.
The combustion process itself will be analyzed separately in
order to determine the final implication of these variations
on combustion and subsequently, on noise emission.

In Fig. 5 the variation of the thermodynamic conditions
at IVC are shown. Here, the pressure and temperature fields
were spatially-averaged for computing the presented statistics.
Both parameters have a direct impact on the air mass trapped
inside the combustion chamber available for fuel oxidation,
thereby strongly conditioning the effective engine outputs.
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Figure 2: Uncertainty study results. The peak cylinder pressure, the pressure unsteady intensity and the noise level were taken into
account.

In this sense, their cycle-to-cycle variability is critical for as-
suring stable and efficient operation. Both simulations offer
similar levels of pressure variation. Moreover, these values
are comparable to those obtained directly from the pressure
measurements performed in the engine. However, the tem-
perature deviation is higher for LES. As a consequence, the
cycle-to-cycle variation of trapped mass is higher in LES than
in URANS.

The spatial averaging can mask certain local phenomena
that may be relevant in the cycle-to-cycle variability. In order
to analyze the effects of local thermodynamics, the tempera-
ture fields before the start of injection are plotted for different
engine cycles in Fig. 6. The selected cycles coincide with
the two extreme engine cycles (with the highest and lowest
cylinder pressure peak) and one intermediate (with a cylin-
der pressure peak similar to the cycle-averaged value). In

addition to the contour slices located 1 mm away from the
cylinder head, the distribution of the temperature throughout
the complete combustion chamber is included by means of
the probability density function (PDF).

The spatial distribution of temperature significantly changes
between engine cycles when considering LES. It can be seen
how the highest gradients are located at the exhaust valve
side. Here, there are maximum differences of about 70K in
the considered cycles. The spatial distribution also shows
relevant differences between cycles. The main differences are
focused on the range of 670-710K, causing a deviation of ≈4
degrees in the mean value also included as dashed lines. Con-
tours of the URANS simulation show closer resemblance when
comparing different engine cycles. There is a hot spot located
at the center of the combustion chamber (slightly shifted to
the exhaust valves sides) in all considered cycles. This region
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Table 4: Validation of estimated acoustic metrics.

Experiment URANS LES
Mean ±SD Mean ±SD Mean ±SD

Noise intensity [dB] 89.61 1.47 89.21 0.82 89.40 1.23
Unsteady intensity [kPa2·s] 27.34 16.33 24.87 9.05 29.86 13.16
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Figure 3: Validation of the numerical models in terms of in-
cylinder pressure and rate of heat release.
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concentrates the highest temperature gradients, showing a
maximum temperature difference of 45K. Though there are
some differences in the range of 690-705K, PDFs show a high
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Figure 5: Cycle-to-cycle variation of pressure, temperature
and trapped mass at the intake valve closing event. The pre-
dicted levels by both simulations are compared whereas the
experimental pressure variation is also included for reference.

degree of resemblance, note that there are no dissimilarities
among the mean temperatures. Comparing both simulations,
the spatial distributions are also notably different. Despite
that the high temperature range (> 710K) is similar between
them, the distribution of lower temperatures shows a relevant
disparity. LES predicts lower levels of temperature than the
URANS simulation, causing a shift of 10K in the mean value.

In Fig. 7 the velocity fields of the three cycles considered
so far are displayed in an attempt to identify the cycle-to-cycle
differences. However, despite being extremely useful for the
flow visualization, they only give a qualitative view of the flow
patterns and comparing two cases directly is problematic.

A different approach has been followed to quantitatively
determine the flow movement differences that conditions the
combustion process. Following the example of other authors
[64], the averaged swirl ratio and the distance of the vortex
core to the cylinder axis were computed in order to charac-
terize the in-cylinder air flow structures during intake and
compression strokes.

The angular speed of each cell within the combustion
chamber was calculated and spatially-averaged for a given
crank angle to estimate the temporal evolution of SR. Results
of these calculations are depicted Fig. 8 where the SR pro-
files for three selected cycles of both simulations are plotted.
Here, the differences between LES and URANS simulations
are clear. LES predicts higher levels of both SR and cycle-to-
cycle dispersion during the whole engine stroke. Nevertheless,
both simulations show similar profiles, showing a similar flow
acceleration at the end of the compression stroke.
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from the cylinder head at the start of injection for three different cycles. The cycle with the highest cylinder pressure peak is in black,
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chamber are plotted for comparison.

The instantaneous location of the vortex core is presented
in Fig. 9. Here, computed values of the scalar function (Γ (P))
proposed by Grosjean et al. [65] are plotted in three sections
of interest together with the vortex core location at a given
crank angle. In addition, the velocity fields at the same regions
are included to verify that the vortex core is located where
this function approaches 1.

Applying this procedure at additional cross-sectional cuts
it is possible to estimate the vortex core lines also included
in Fig. 9. These paths give an idea about the vortex location
along the cylinder axis and the variability of these among
engine cycles. Therefore, following the comparison between
LES and URANS results, the vortex lines were computed for

LES - Cycle 1 LES - Cycle 2 LES - Cycle 3

Figure 7: Velocity fields visualization of three different engine cycles. The LES solution has been plotted in a plane perpendicular to the
cylinder axis 5 mm away from the cylinder head.
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all simulated cycles. Results are summarized at the bottom
plot Fig. 9, where the vortex location is given by the distance
of the vortex from the cylinder center and its axial position.
In this representation, solid lines are the cycle-averaged lo-
cations whereas the dashed ones represent the dispersion of
this location (using the standard deviation of the radial vortex
distance data). From this graph, it could be stated that there is
a significant offcentering, especially when the piston is close
to the Bottom Dead Center (BDC). Moreover, both model-
ing approaches show similar predictions in both average and
variation values, only some differences are noticeable when
moving towards the cylinder head. In this region, the average
location diverges and both simulations predict different loca-
tions for the vortex core: LES tends predict a vortex location
closer to the cylinder axis than the URANS simulation.

4.2. Analysis of combustion

Since there is still no certainty that URANS is capable of
reproducing all phenomena involved in the combustion noise
generation, LES is used for characterizing the combustion
noise source initially. After this first characterization using
LES, a comparison of the solution achieved by both approaches
is done in order to establish what are the possible advantages
of using URANS instead of LES modeling.

A series of snapshots were conscientiously chosen and plot-
ted together in Fig. 10 for studying the combustion process
and its effects on the internal pressure field responsible for the
noise emission. They were specifically selected considering dif-
ferent stages of combustion to allow a better comprehension
of the interaction between pressure waves and the combustion
process itself.

In this figure, the pressure field (pressure oscillation) is
depicted on a slice perpendicular to the cylinder axis and
located 5 mm away from cylinder head. The color scale was
carefully fixed for a proper visualization of pressure fluctu-
ation. In addition, the blue edge establishes the borderline
from which the pressure oscillation is bounded between 0.1
MPa and 0.15 MPa; both values were subjectively selected by
taking similar values to the oscillations observed in the raw
pressure trace to ensure a clear visualization of those waves
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Figure 8: Time evolution of SR of individual cycles during the
compression stroke. Predictions using URANS and LES are
compared for different engine cycles.
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Figure 9: Estimation of the vortex core location following the
method proposed by Grosjean et al. [65].

which become dominant. This helps to easily identify and
compare the magnitude of each pressure fluctuation observed
inside the chamber. The energy release profile is also included
to distinguish the phase of combustion each snapshot is from.
Furthermore, the Takeno flame index [80] is computed for
each recorded snapshot to characterize the different combus-
tion phases precisely. This index determines the flame regime
(premixed or non-premixed) based on the spatial gradients
of fuel and oxidizer concentrations. The spatially-averaged
value of this index is also included for analyzing its temporal
evolution.

Once fuel is injected inside the chamber, a region with
high reactivity is formed at the end of the spray plume. The
air-fuel mixture within this region is rapidly consumed after
the spontaneous ignition, causing a sudden energy release.
Then, if the fuel is still being injected, a stationary jet is estab-
lished and the burning rate is now dominated by the turbulent
transport.
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In both combustion stages, the energy release causes an
increase of temperature that subsequently contributes to rise
of the mean pressure of the chamber whereas the structure
of the pressure field is modified.

Snapshots displayed in the first row of Fig. 10 show the in-
stants after the first pilot ignition, in which practically all fuel
is consumed under premixed conditions (note that the Takeno
flame index is above 1 during this combustion phase). It can
be seen from this sequence how a pressure wave is travelling
from the top-right to the bottom-left side of the chamber. As
soon as this wave reaches cylinder walls it is reflected, produc-
ing a standing wave that modifies local pressure magnitudes

following the already known oscillation patterns [17]. It is
important to note that this resulting wave exceeds the colour
scale, thus evincing that its amplitude is, at least, similar to the
oscillation size observed in the transducer-registered signal.

After this first combustion phase, the second pilot burning,
again mostly developing under premixed conditions, con-
tributes to enhancement of the generated standing wave. As
can be seen in snapshot 4, the narrowing of the blue border-
line suggests an increase of the steepening of spatial pressure
gradients related to the wave and consequently an increment
of the maximum amplitude.

Figure 10: Pressure field visualization during the combustion process. The spatially-averaged pressure evolution in the chamber is
subtracted in order to clearly observe the unsteady pressure fluctuations.
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The following snapshot 5, which is focused on the pre-
mixed phase of the main injection burning, shows a particular
and interesting phenomenon. Here, it is possible to iden-
tify the local pressure rise generated by the jets due to the
premixed combustion.

Focusing on the right side of the snapshot, it can be seen
how pressure waves produced at this stage practically reach
the amplitude of the blue borderline. The location of the
referred sprays –within the exhaust side of the chamber– sug-
gests that there are significant differences in the spray ignition
sequence. The jets positioned at the exhaust side of the cham-
ber ignite earlier contributing not only to the unsteadiness
of the in-cylinder pressure field but also to generate multiple
asymmetries [52].

From here to the end of combustion (snapshots 6 to 8),
the pressure field becomes slightly different and other acous-
tic sources appear. The turbulent interaction between the
chamber atmosphere and jets acts as a supplementary source
of pressure perturbations which contribute to the combus-
tion acoustics in a similar way to what occurs in continuous
flux combustors [6, 81, 82]. The heat release by the sta-
bilized flame results in a fluctuating density that generates
additional pressure waves [83]. Figure 11 shows the relative
pressure evolution registered at a point located close to the
quasi-steady flame (see Fig. 10). These secondary oscillations
become more evident when comparing this signal during the
timing of snapshot 4 (S4) and of snapshots 6 to 8 (S6-S8).
The signal exhibits two fundamental oscillation frequencies,
that suggest two different perturbation sources.

The standing wave generated during previous stages clearly
remains as the largest pressure perturbation inside the cylin-
der since the maximum amplitude of the secondary oscilla-
tions are almost an order of magnitude smaller. In addition,
while the standing wave persists during the whole combustion
process and even when the fuel injection has finished (see
snapshot 9), jet-induced oscillations are rapidly attenuated
and they seldom reach to sweep the entire chamber. The
contribution of these jet perturbations to the overall acous-
tics should be very small if it is compared not only with the
uniform pressure rise but also with the resonant standing
waves.

4.3. Effects of turbulence on combustion noise sources

Although it has been shown that URANS schemes offer a
good estimation of in-cylinder acoustic field, including some
qualitative behavior on CCV, it is still unclear if they are able
to reproduce all combustion features meaningful for noise
emission and captured by LES. Therefore, a comparison of
both solutions is presented in this section with the target of
determining the main differences between the two modeling
approaches.

As in Fig. 10, the pressure gradient over a given plane
is again utilized to visualize the unsteady pressure field in
Fig. 12. Three snapshots were specifically chosen to compare
both solutions. The first snapshot of this figure shows the

spatial distribution of the pressure gradient after the first
pilot burning. It can be seen how the standing wave is well-
captured by both simulations, showing very similar spatial
patterns.

However, the second set of snapshots which correspond
to the transition from premixed to diffusion phases of the
main injection burning evinces some relevant differences. As
commented before for LES, the premixed combustion gener-
ates a rise of the local pressure at the end of spray plumes.
Moreover, several sinks of pressure waves are located inside
the jets. As the latter set of snapshots reveal, the number of
these sinks increases within the spray as the diffusion flame
is completely established, forming the oscillating structure
already reported in several works [84, 85]. This structure is
characterized by opposed amplitude regions along the spray
axis as result of a helical 3D oscillation pattern [86, 87].

Focusing on the URANS solution, the equivalent instants
are slightly different. While the localized pressure increment
caused by the premixed burning is similar (in both pressure
amplitude and location) to that observed in LES, spray pres-
sure sinks are not clearly appreciated, at least during the tran-
sition between combustion regimes displayed in the second
set of snapshots. The internal structure of sprays are however
quite similar once the diffusion regime is fully stabilized. As
it can be seen from the last snapshot of the URANS solution,
pressure patterns are comparable between both solutions.

Although these perturbations generate a series of small
pressure waves in the spray surroundings of the LES solu-
tion, they are rapidly attenuated in the URANS case, being
especially difficult to visualize them if the color scale is kept
among both sets of results. Since the grid resolution is similar
in both setups, the main factor behind an under-estimation
of gradients and the acoustic sources should be related to
the underlying nature of the URANS approach that aims at
predicting phase-averages, in difference to LES that relies on
a spatial filtering and models only unresolved scales.

Despite this fact, the standing pressure wave developed
during the first stage of combustion is still appearing in both
solutions with similar magnitudes, evincing again the small
relevance of these jet-induced perturbations in CI combustion
acoustics.

In order to examine the differences in the combustion pro-
cess itself, temperature contours at the same snapshots/planes
considered in the previous figure are included in Fig. 13. Here,
the number of dissimilarities is considerably higher. While the
flame movement owing to larger turbulent scales are clearly
visible in LES, such details are smoothed out in the URANS
solution.

As a result of the interaction between the spray, in-cylinder
flow and chamber walls, the flame structure is deformed
in such a way that some flame sections come completely
detached. As a consequence, the isolated hot spots are moved
by turbulent vortexes, drawing the characteristic movement
of the eddy wakes viewed in LES snapshots.
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In the URANS case, these structures are not captured at
the same level but they still give an idea about the temperature
field change. For instance, the anti-counter-clock wise swirl
movement is evident in both solutions and the flame structure
is similar at the near-wall locations.

4.4. Combustion noise source characterization

According to the previous analysis, differences between
URANS and LES are mainly focused on the pressure oscil-
lations caused during the non-premixed combustion phase.
Based on qualitative observations, these oscillations are small
and rapidly attenuated. However, their real contribution to
the internal acoustics of the combustion chamber is still un-
clear.

Figure 11: The relative pressure signal resisted at a point close to the quasi-steady diffusion flame.

-18.1 cad 3.8 cad 12.0 cad

Figure 12: Comparison of pressure field prediction using URANS and LES simulations. The spatial averaged pressure evolution in the
chamber is subtracted in order to visualize unsteady pressure fluctuations.
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Detached flamelets

Figure 13: Differences in local temperature field using URANS and LES approaches. Temperature contours are depicted for specific
snapshots and planes.

Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) allows the iden-
tification of which spatial structures comprise the most energy
of the flow field, which is understood as the superposition
of all acoustic modes [88]. In order to characterize the rele-
vance of each mode, their contributions to the total energy are
computed with the help of the principal values following the
methodology proposed by Torregrosa et al. [25]. Data from
a given cycle was recorded at a constant time step using a
frequency sampling of 48kHz for keeping all relevant acoustic
information. Then, the pressure field was interpolated to a
regular mesh. Therefore, the total acoustic energy within the
combustion chamber is distributed as shown in the Pareto
chart of Fig. 14. The accumulated energy of each simulation
is normalized by the maximum total energy reached by both
simulations. As LES captured higher acoustic sources, the
reference value for the normalization was that obtained from
the LES solution. Note that the first POD mode related to the
mean homogeneous pressure (non-spatial pressure variation)
is discarded to focus on the analysis of the unsteady behavior
of combustion, rather than that of compression-expansion
cycle. Results presented in this figure correspond to the cycle-
averaged values.

Inspection of the POD mode distributions reveals that
the first 8 modes gather approximately 50% of the acoustic
energy. Furthermore, the level of acoustic energy accumu-
lated by these modes is almost coincident in both simulations.
Continuing with this comparison, Fig. 15 shows the spatial
distribution of the four most energetic POD modes obtained
from URANS and LES results. The upper and lower 10% tails
(this is, the 10% and 90% percentiles) of the distribution of

their real values were used to depict the characteristic set of
isosurfaces of a given POD mode. It can be seen in this figure
that POD modes exhibit length scales similar to both cylinder
and/or bowl diameter, being similar to the structures reported
by Hickling [17]. Moreover, the structures are very similar in
both solutions, showing that URANS simulation is also able
to reproduce the most energetic acoustic structures.

However, recalling the accumulated trends shown in the
Pareto chart of Fig. 14, it can be seen how the POD energy
distribution changes significantly after the POD mode 8. Both
lines diverge substantially within the range gathered by POD
modes Ψ9−27. Here, URANS modes contain slightly higher
energy than LES ones. Although not shown in this graph,
these modes have large scale lengths (similar to the bowl
size). From mode Ψ28 on, the trend is the opposite and both
lines tend to converge. Here, LES modes show higher acoustic
energy than URANS, compensating for the loss observed in
the previous modes.

In order to identify the root cause of this difference in
energy distribution, the spatial distribution of three relevant
POD modes are included in Fig. 14. In this case, we used a dif-
ferent representation method for visualization; each mode is
depicted by a contour slice of the real values of each individual
mode. The most energetic POD mode Ψ2 is characterized by
a side-to-side oscillation pattern, already observed by several
authors, in both simulation approaches. The mode Ψ7 has a
pattern with a higher complexity. Though they are not com-
pletely analogous, mainly caused by the visualization method,
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Figure 15: Spatial distribution of the four most energetic POD modes. Each mode is represented by coloured isovolumes indicating the
10% (blue) and 90% (red) percentiles of the distribution of the real values of each individual mode. The geometry of the piston head
and the position of the valves are added for reference.

both simulations show the same transversal asymmetric mode,
traditionally related to mode (m = 2, n = 0) by Hickling et
al. In both cases (Ψ2 and Ψ7), the oscillation structures have
a characteristic size comparable to the engine bore.

Differences among both simulation results arise in the
POD mode Ψ58. Here, LES shows a clear oscillation pattern
gathered in the jet plumes. These structures have opposed
amplitude regions through the jet axis as a result of the fluc-
tuating density in the stabilized flame oscillating at a high fre-

quency (21.3 kH). However, results from URANS simulation
do not show a clear oscillation pattern focused on the react-
ing jets. In this case, the maximum amplitude regions do not
follow a coherent structure and the characteristic frequency
of this mode is not clear, being an overlap of frequencies with
similar amplitudes.
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In view of the results, URANS reasonably predicts up to
50% of the acoustic energy inside the combustion chamber.
However, the use of LES offers higher level of accuracy since it
captures additional acoustic structures throughout the whole
frequency range.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, an evaluation of different modeling ap-
proaches for assessing combustion noise sources in a CI en-
gines has been performed, with the aim of determining the
impact of turbulence on the internal acoustic field recreation.

Numerical simulations have proved to be a valuable tool
to extent the knowledge about all phenomena involved in the
combustion noise generation, thereby overcoming experimen-
tal limitations while addressing this elusive phenomenon. The
CFD solution allows a complete spatio-temporal recreation of
the unsteady pressure field within the combustion chamber,
which is the principal cause of the noise emission towards the
cabin, but also of the spectral signature of the engine.

It has been shown how URANS simulations offer a raw
estimation of in-cylinder acoustic field, resolving the pressure
spectral content reasonably and predicting noise levels com-
parable to those emitted by the engine. On the other hand,
LES have shown enhanced estimation of the cycle-to-cycle
dispersion, especially when the fuel burning is dominated by
the turbulent interaction within the spray, with an important
counterpart in terms of computational requirements. There-
fore, the use of hybrid URANS/LES approaches [89, 90] could
be an interesting option to evaluate in future investigations.

Further analyses revealed that the main differences be-
tween using both modeling approaches are focused on the
acoustic perturbations generated around the diffusion flame
during the non-premixed combustion stage. These local den-
sity fluctuations around the diffusion flame, which sponta-
neously appears along the stabilized flame, are only repro-
duced by LES whereas URANS simulations only reproduce
the sudden increase in pressure at the end of the fuel spray
plumes, that generates a resonant wave inside the chamber.

Qualitative observations show that these diffusion-induced
oscillations are small and rapidly attenuated, when compared
to the standing wave generated due to the premixed burning.
However, more in-depth analysis based on proper orthogonal
decomposition methods revealed how URANS only reproduces
the acoustic energy and their respective oscillation structures
up to a given extent. The remaining energy is not distributed
in the same way as in the LES solution, mainly due to the
unpredicted jet-induced pressure oscillations.

As a consequence of this, the choice of the turbulence
model is a critical aspect for noise modeling in CI engines.
Despite the incapacity for reproducing those jet-induced os-
cillations, URANS schemes predict a raw estimation of the
internal acoustic field with the added value of being computa-
tionally less expensive. Nevertheless, the use of more complex
turbulence approaches (LES) offers an accurate prediction of

the acoustic structures and their cyclic dispersion. In any case,
both approaches contribute to the combustion noise source
characterization in IC engines, helping to reduce noise levels
while improving the subjective or psychoacoustic perception.
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